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TM

Automatically Flow Portraits and Names onto Yearbook Pages in Seconds!
Let your creativity be your guide...the possibilities are endless!

TM

Create Your Book
in 3 Easy Steps

TM enables

students, advisors and volunteers to assemble yearbooks
on a computer without years of publishing experience!

EZBook AUTOMATICALLY FLOWS portraits
and names onto yearbook pages in seconds!
EZBook makes assembling a professional looking yearbook
truly quick and easy.

EZBook has eliminated the “page setup”
process. Start building a yearbook from the moment you
start the program (you can begin the first day of school even
BEFORE you receive your portrait CD from your photographer).
EZBook enables you to create high quality, professional books
without any desktop publishing experience. All the printing
expertise you need is built into the program!

Simple tools build your book! EZBook is both fast
and easy to use. EZBook is flexible, allowing you to use
photos from your photographer and candid shots from
volunteers. Resize, rotate, crop, frame your photos – EZBook
does it all. Create portrait pages, candid pages, even
montage pages using EZBook. No need to spend endless
hours learning complex programs like Quark or InDesign.
EZBook includes AUTOFLOW technology which is

not available in other programs. You can produce a portrait
page in seconds! EZBook tools are simple and the book you
produce looks fantastic!

EZBook is FREE! EZBook won’t cost you one penny if
you publish with us. You can use it FREE! Quark sells for
around $900, and InDesign sells for around $700. You save a
lot of money just in software alone, however the savings
don’t end with the software because of the efficiencies of
EZBook. EZBook allows amazing pricing for yearbooks (some
EZBooks are published for half the price of a comparable
book from other publishing plans)!
What could make this better? How about
top quality customer service and technical
support? You’ll receive the best customer service, hands
down! The caring customer service staff always goes the
extra mile to make sure you get the book you want! The
EZBook technical support team is knowledgeable and friendly
- a helpful live person ready to give you answers to questions.

What’s so special about EZBook? It’s quick and
easy to use, plus you save time and money when producing
your yearbook.

TM

Compatible

Free Software

The EZBook installation
CD has a built in security
certificate. This tells your
school’s network security
that the EZBook software
is safe to download onto
your school’s network. No
need to bother the school IT
person to install EZBook!

EZBook is free when you publish your yearbook
with us. Printing black and white or full-color
yearbooks is hassle and headache free! It’s a
yearbook advisor’s dream come true!

will give every other
yearbook plan an inferiority complex!

WHY EZBOOK?
1. Complete control over the entire layout process,

Free Kit Resources
EZBook comes with everything you need to
help organize your yearbook.

including portrait photos and names.

2.

Complete control of student information to permit
name changes, movement between classes, and
addition or deletion of students.

3.

Unlimited number of pages and images.

4.

Immediate and unlimited control of printing proofs
displaying everything that will appear on the page.

5.

All pages can bleed, including most stock artwork,
custom backgrounds, and montage pages.

Success Without Surprises
Our production staff backs up EZBook’s
automated error checking with proof reviews.
Every export file is versioned to match the
final export printout.

EZBook is Easy to Use EZBook is a publishing
revolution! No need for expensive, complicated programs such
as QuarkXPress or Adobe InDesign. EZBook gives you exactly
what you need for assembling a digital yearbook without a
steep learning curve. It’s ideal for anyone with basic computer
skills. EZBook is also built to be compatible with most PC
computers and peripherals and Macintosh computers
operating in OSX 10.4 or higher.
Save Money Submit your yearbook as a digital document
and get the lowest possible publishing cost! EZBook’s unique
page assembly options allow multiple classes on a page.
Maximize every page layout and reduce the number of pages
you need! EZBook software is provided free when you choose
the EZBook publishing plan.
Save Time Assemble portrait pages quickly and easily with
pictures and data from a portrait CD. Automatically alphabetize
and organize by class or grade. The personal information editor
helps to easily update student or staff information. Import
pictures from a professional photo CD, digital camera or from
images you have scanned. Create montages right in the
program! Save valuable volunteer hours!

Reduce Errors Student names are imported from your
portrait CD database, so you won’t have to retype them. Easily
edit personal data to correct misspellings and change names.
EZBook is designed to minimize errors common to digital
publishing. The program automatically stores all of the
necessary data to publish the yearbook so it can’t be
accidentally forgotten. Spell check will automatically underline
misspelled words and allow you to choose from a list of
options or add the word to your dictionary.
Design Your Own Page Styles Use the Portrait
Flow Wizard to choose the configuration of your portrait
blocks. EZBook will automatically flow the portraits for you.
Drag and drop candid images anywhere on the
page. Be as creative as you want! Use

the page templates
6. Powerful design features rival the most
as a guide for your
sophisticated and expensive layout programs.
candid images, or
create a unique
7. Friendliest yearbook submission schedule and
customer service support.
design. It’s super
quick and easy to
do! Add your own
clip art or choose from the stock EZBook clip art library. Add
professionally designed backgrounds, borders or page elements to any of the pages! EZBook includes an extensive artwork library.

Fantastic Font and Text Options Choose from a
large selection of furnished fonts. Easy text placement and
sizing. Spell check included.
Photographer Friendly EZBook works with standard
RGB JPEG file format images as well as RGB TIFF images when
a PC platform is used. These are two of the most widely used
picture formats for digital cameras and scanners. Only RGB
JPEG images may be used with the MAC platform. JPEG
format is recommended for fastest processing.
Multiple Users An unlimited number of people can
create pages at the same time. Install EZBook on more than
one computer using the Master/Satellite feature included in
EZBook. Work from home and school.
Superior Support You are never alone when doing an
EZBook. Our friendly, knowledgeable technical support is just a
phone call or email away.

TM

FEATURES

• AUTOMATIC FLOWING of multiple portrait pages
• IMPORT your portraits & data directly
into ezbook™
• CROP your candids and portraits in ovals, circles,
stars and more!
• FREE ROTATION of candids, text and clip art
• DROP SHADOWS
• DRAWING TOOL lets you draw predesigned shapes,
in many sizes & colors
• GROUP OPERATIONS apply changes to multiple
items on a page
• COPY & PASTE items from page to page
• MOVE & DELETE pages with ease
• 2-PAGE VIEW
• SNAP-TO TEMPLATES
• CREATE your custom cover in ezbook™

START your
™

•EZBOOK

today!

S O F T WA R E

REQUIREMENTS

Equipment Requirements
Printer for hard copy, and CD/DVD-burner, USB or Zip drive for
file export.

System Requirements
PC Hardware Requirements:
System: Windows XP or Windows Vista and Java 1.6
Minimum*: 700 MHz 32-bit (x86) processor, 512 MB of system
memory, hard drive with at least 4 GB of available space, support
for DirectX 9 graphics memory, CD/DVD-burner, printer for hard
copy.
Recommended*: 1.66 GHz 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64)
processor, 2 GBs of system memory, hard drive with at least 8 GB
of available space, support for DirectX 9 graphics and 128 MB of
graphics memory, CD/DVD-burner, printer for hard copy, and
broadband internet access.

MAC System Hardware Requirements:
System: MacOS X v10.4 or greater and Java 1.5.
Minimum:: Intel processor, 512 MB of system memory, hard drive
with at least 4 GB of available space, CD/DVD-burner, printer for hard
copy, and internet access.
Recommended:: 1.66 GHz or faster Intel processor, 2 GB of system
memory, hard drive with at least 8 GB of available space, CD/DVDburner, printer for hard copy, and broadband internet access.

Portrait CD Requirements:
Portrait CDs can be imported directly into ezbook™. Portraits and
text file must meet Walter’s specifications. Contact Walter’s for
these specifications or for more information.

*For best results use AT LEAST the recommended amount of
system memory.
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